
Data Enablement. Re-Imagined.

DATA NOW

DATA NOW is a single gateway that instantly unlocks
every piece of data within your organisation through a
simple search. 

Get any data you need, labelled and ready-to-use from
anywhere, anytime. Just search and access.

No need to need hunt data down, wait for approvals,
copy or move any datasets. Just login and search for the
data you need.

Imagine the ability to effortlessly use insights faster than your competition. 
Installs in minutes. No migrations necessary. 

Partnered with the best Awards

Access all your data
Find new insights and explore your data through the Data Now dashboard, or jump
right in where you left off with your favourite BI tooling.

Govern from a single control panel
We give you a single control panel to make your complex data governance tasks easy.

From global-scale data sharing rules to internal business policies; we've got your back.

Find what you're looking for 
Don't pick between the cloud and your on-prem or legacy systems - we've got you
covered for both.

We connect your users to your data. No big data migrations, no one-size-fits-all. It's
still your data, but at it's full potential.
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Instantly.
Struggling to access your

company’s data?
Unlock all the data you need. 
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Real-time data available 
through search

1 A user makes a query directly in DATA
NOW using standard industry tools. 

DATA NOW cross-references the data 
request against fully dynamic governance
rules.

3 DATA NOW draws down just-in-time
compliant views of data, cloaking fields  in
real-time where required and returning the
results to the user.

Example Data Flow
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Access 
Instant searchable access to all your data, labelled and unified,
regardless of where it is stored - under your desk, in a Data
Centre or in the cloud.

Govern 
Central application of field-level data policies controls.
Automated governance down to the field level.

Find 
AI-powered Intelligent Indexing accelerates the labelling and indexing of data.
Connects to any and all databases; no matter how complex the data estate is. 

Data Enablement. Re-Imagined.

DATA NOW
How it works

Installed in minutes - we cut through the noise to instantly solve 
the three the biggest problems for any data estate

DATA NOW
Find

Govern

Access


